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Good research publication practice
• Research publications are:

• Accessible 
• Published in a timely manner
• Re-analysable and reproducible
• Peer reviewed – including PPPR
• Absent of publication bias

• And one where research assessment is NOT based 
on venue of publication
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Publication bias
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Graphic courtesy of OpenFDA trials, based on data presented 
http://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMsa065779#t=article,  



Wellcome policies
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Wellcome policies to support good publication 
practices (1)
• Open access to publications

• Publisher requirements, include requirements around 
CRE’s,  and clear licensing statements

• Data sharing
• Expectation that researchers should maximise the 

availability of research data with as few restrictions as 
possible

• Data underpinning publication must be made available at 
time of publication

• Researchers consider how they will share their outputs at 
the grant application stage

• Data pertaining to public health emergencies 
• Should be shared as soon as ready (i.e. quality assured) 

and not wait for publication
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Wellcome policies to support good publication 
practices (2)

• Clinical trials
• Trials must be registered; summary outputs should 

be shared
• Run ClincalStudyDataRequest.com secretariat
• Looking to develop CDSR to accommodate 

academic clinical trial data

• Output sharing (draft policy)
• Looking to expand data sharing policy – to cover 

all research outputs - including data, software and 
biological materials
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Researcher evaluation
• Pressure to publish – can lead to 

positive outcome bias from 
researchers

• In our OA policy we reaffirm the 
principle “that it is the intrinsic merit 
of the work, and not the title of the 
journal or the publisher with which 
an author's work is published, that 
should be considered in making 
funding decisions”

• Stressed in guidance to Panel 
members

• Mirrored in REF guidance 8

Wellcome guidance to Panel members

REF guidance



Platforms
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Wellcome Open Research
A new publishing platform where 
Wellcome-funded researchers 
can publish any results they 
think are worth sharing
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http://wellcomeopenresearch.org



What problem were we seeking to solve?
• Make the sharing of research outputs faster
• More transparent

• All reviews are signed and public; everything (one passed initial screening) is published

• Easier for researchers to provide information that supports reproducibility
• all supporting data must be shared (or explanation provided how to access it)

• Encourage the sharing of all research outputs 
• Address “file drawer” problem - by publishing negative and non-confirmatory results, as well as 

protocols, data notes, software notes, case studies etc & remove the bias, where +tive results are 
more likely to be published

• And keep costs affordable
• Average APC at WOR is £780; typical average charged to Wellcome is £2044
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A model based on post publication peer review
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Median time from submission to publication: 19 days
Median time from publication to passing peer review:  31 days
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COPE “Journal content must be clearly marked as 
whether peer reviewed or not”



Open reviews: critical, helpful and honest
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Range of publication types
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Data and software availability
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Reproducible code
• F1000Research added Code 

Ocean widgets to articles
• Code Ocean is a cloud-based 

platform that makes the 
computational code used in 
research both accessible and 
usable. Researchers and software 
engineers can now share and run 
code with a single click

• Look to extend functionality to 
WOR
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Preprints
• Wellcome also supporting the adoption of preprints
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Preprints in biology are growing…

19Jordan Anaya, PrePubMed



Next steps?
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Next steps?
• Encouraging publishers to 

develop data sharing policies
• PLOS and Springer/Nature good 

exemplars
• As a minimum publishers should:

• publish a data sharing policy
• develop a data availability statement 

(and make that a mandatory part of 
the submission – just like a CoI)

• Encouraging data citations
• Exploring “data authorship”
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Questions
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